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ENERGY CREATING MACHINE
(This sketch was received by Dean MacQuigg with the request that it be made public so that students
would know of the errors of their learning.)

"The V-shape Energy Machine was made for
bicycles, but is better for motors," claims C. F.
Bluska, inventor from Detroit, Michigan. Using
the principle of the V-shape Energy Machine, he
formulated plans for a Man-Power Energy Creating Machine for Airplanes. Dean McQuigg
received the plans for this machine and a copy
of it is pictured above.
Bluska explains that when 4 is put at 8, one
man is able to create the power of 48 men. Lever
2 counteracts at arm 9. The space below at 3
gives the crank 10 a power action of up and
down motion. The machine forms a right balance. Two pounds at 4 balances 2 pounds at 5
with 6 inches travel at 4 and 12 inches travel at 5.
By moving it up and down it seems as if there is
no weight on it, and it can be moved by the touch
of your finger. Thus 100% of gain of energy
is created.
"Scientists still work on atomic energy; it's
against nature," says Bluska. "Scientists made
a mistake in figuring out 'angular motion'. They
hide behind a 'bush' for the old teaching of physics is broken up. These are mathematical facts.
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Long leverage becomes invisible at engine." On
the basis of these arguments, Bluska suggests
that the universities cease teaching "lies" to the
students.
"Some day we'll fly in airships by manpower,
by pushing on a little lever, and cook, and heat at
$2.00 a year," predicts Bluska.
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